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What does practicing law mean to you personally and 
professionally? 

I believe in fairness. I believe in equality. I believe in justice. I 
was drawn to the law because it represents a set of resources, 
rules and guidelines by which we can ensure everyone receives 
their due, whereby we can transform society for the better, and 
which elevates our societal discourse. Law helps us sort through 
the facts of a situation and to view it with as much objectivity 
as humanly possible. I happen to work among a set of attorneys 
who celebrate the elegant design of law and who are endlessly 
inquisitive about its applications. I � nd that incredibly rewarding 
and can imagine no other profession for myself.

What do you consider your biggest professional accom-
plishment and why? 

Mentoring a number of young associates as they make their 
way through the profession of law. There are a number of hurdles 
— intellectual, economic, emotional, temporal — that can derail 
a law career. It’s not an easy profession. It’s adversarial, critical, all-
encompassing. I’m proud that I’m a member at a well-regarded � rm 
and that I am able to have a discernible, visible impact on real estate 
developments here in Southeast Michigan. I can drive down the 
street and point out to my daughters properties that would have 
otherwise not existed without my involvement. All of that said, I still 
� nd it most gratifying when an associate whom I have mentored 
commits to law as a career, experiences success and � nds their con-
� dence in the profession. That means the world to me.

Describe the biggest challenge you’ve had to face in your 
legal career. 

I don’t think it’s any surprise, but it’s not easy being a woman in le-
gal. Statistics show that the very nature of legal practice and the un-
yielding demands on time and energy, not to mention the business 
model itself, are unfriendly to being both a successful professional 
and a devoted parent. I’m proud that I’ve been able to do both. I 
couldn’t be prouder of my kids, and I have an incredible husband, 
Blake, who shares every aspect of shepherding our family’s growth. 
We still live in an age where a woman’s voice isn’t always welcome 
at the table. I’m proud to work for a � rm where I am recognized as a 
leader, but I’m even prouder of the fact that I, and my fellow women 
partners at the � rm, would demand no less. That is crucial.

 
What are two things about you that not many people know? 
I used to design superheroes with my uncle Kelly when we were 

kids. I am licensed to conduct marriage ceremonies.

How would you describe yourself in one word? 
Resilient
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Mathie focuses her practice on real estate 
law, including real estate development 
and � nancing. Much of her experience 
comes in the areas of acquisitions, 
dispositions and leasing. One of her 
skillsets is taking large amounts of 
complicated historical real estate 
information and providing her clients with 
information that they can understand. In 
the real estate realm, Mathie handles 
simple residential acquisitions as well as 
large commercial projects. 


